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Dear friends and colleagues, 
 
In the past month we have received lots of letters with words of support and offers to assist with 

playing host and accommodating theatrical figures from Ukraine forced to move abroad because of 
military actions and threat to life. 

We are grateful to you for this powerful volunteer movement that has emerged in each country of 
yours, for humanitarian aid you provide, for your acceptance of not just fellow artists but also all the 
Ukrainians regardless of their trade. Thank you for providing shelter and job opportunities. 

This support from the European theatrical community is also exceptionally important for us as an 
organisation and for each Ukrainian artist in person. We feel we are not alone in our fight and our grief. 

While hundreds of Ukrainian artists left for abroad, thousands have stayed in Ukraine. Some 
remain in their native cities, others moved to relatively safer regions. Many colleagues who used to 
live in Mariupol, Chernihiv, Kharkiv, towns of Bucha and Irpin nearby Kyiv have their homes 
destroyed. Our colleagues in Ukraine have been left without the possibility of engaging in professional 
activities. Those employed in the non-governmental theatre sector have been among those hit the 
hardest. 

Dear colleagues, we are asking you to financially support your peers in Ukraine. We would be 
mostly grateful for arranging charity performances the proceeds from which, if in full or in part, would 
be used to financially support Ukrainian theatrical figures. 

The National Union of Theatrical Artists of Ukraine that unites thousands of theatre employees 
can perform the role of a hub to accumulate the aid and distribute it among Ukrainian artists. 

Please find our banking details below: 
 

Bank Details for EURO payments 
Receiving Bank 
SWIFT: UGASUAUK 
JSB Ukrgasbank Kiev Ukraine 
Correspondent Bank 
Commerzbank AG Frankfurt am Main 
SWIFT COBADEFF account 4008864332 01 
Name of Beneficiary 
NUTFU 
account 
IBAN 
UA873204780000026006001581063 

Bank Details for USD payments 
Receiving Bank 
SWIFT: UGASUAUK 
JSB Ukrgasbank Kiev Ukraine 
Correspondent Bank 
Bank of New York Mellon, New York 
SWIFT IRVTUS3N account 8901397660 
Name of Beneficiary 
NUTFU 
account 
IBAN 
UA873204780000026006001581063 

 
 

 
Bogdan Strutynskyi 
Chairman of the National Union  
of Theatre Artists of Ukraine 
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